School Visit Case Study
Northfield Academy - May 2014

Helping complete poster and PowerPoint projects,
helping with things they didn’t understand.
The pupils didn’t ask me for help at first but after
a few weeks they were happy enough to call my
name for help. The teacher found it a great help.

The Humanities Faculty at Northfield Academy were pleased to have two University of Aberdeen tutors between February and April 2014: Claire
Marshall (above), a final year Geography student assisting Mr Harmer (seen below) and Rebecca Jones, an RME student assisting Mr Rorie.
Claire worked mainly with S1, S2 and S3 pupils on projects including China, Earth forces, Rivers and Glaciation. She provided an
invaluable extra pair of hands, very much appreciated by Mr Harmer and the pupils, as summed up in the quotes below:

Claire was positive, ver y keen to help
and learn, very personable with good
interpersonal skills, polite and respectful.

There is only one Mr Harmer and
25 pupils in the class so having Miss
Marshall meant we got more help and
support. Danielle S3

I’m not a big fan of geography, did the
work I had to, but Miss Marshall helped
make it fun. Nicole S3

Claire is considering a career in teaching and was keen to gain a
feel for the classroom environment, so Mr Harmer was very keen
to support this aim and allow her to gain such an understanding
and provide a steer on the teaching profession. He gave Claire
the freedom within the class to support pupils as appropriate and
Claire did so very well assisting with Powerpoints and posters

on the subject areas previously mentioned, some examples of
the latter below. She demonstrated her IT skills, patience and
perseverance when working with individual students who were
struggling to retrieve their computer work and in one case when
the work was completely lost sat down and helped the pupil start
from scratch to complete the task.

Miss Marshall was a really nice lady who helped me with my glaciation poster.
She explained things to me such as glaciated landforms and she helped me on
what I should include on my poster which was very useful. She was a very nice
polite lady who explained things easier which was really helpful to me. Robyn S3

Rebecca’s greatest impact was in working and forming relationships with my higher class. As most of them are aspiring to higher
education she ran a very good “informal” discussion session on the
realities of being a student, which all the pupils enjoyed and were
grateful for. Mr Rorie, Principal Teacher, Faculty of Humanities
Overall Northfield Academy were very pleased with their tutor input and will certainly be open to hosting tutors in 2015, and feel they
will be particularly helpful in assisting National 5 classes.

